TUG-OF-WAR NOTES

Freshmen Sending More Men Out for Relay Work but not Enough Yet

Candidates for the freshman team are more numerous than ever, and the spirit shown by the men is highly encouraging.

Manager Gale expects to announce the actual number of the team during this week.

The sophomore team is getting along splendidly. More than thirty candidates have reported, and over thirty one have indicated their intention of making the team.

Manager Woodward says as many men as possible will be selected to play.

And any enthusiastic freshman has, with considerable genius, already organized the team. Now men reporting are: Ben, Merrill, Jarret, Thomas, Uppham, Starr, Brown, Webber, and Merrill.

B. W. Hageman, 1910, J. J. Higgins 1911, and H. H. Seelye 1911 are acting as coaches.

Relay work is progressing, and both teams are hard at it. The sophomores have a larger number and better material to choose from than the seniors.

With the first two years to come out for any\n
office holding regulations, the seniors are making a poor showing, hardly a hundred candidates reporting are: Ben, Merrill, Jarret, Thomas, Uppham, Starr, Brown, Webber, and Merrill.

The sophomores, on the other hand, are making a poor showing, hardly a dozen men reporting have yet to report for the first class of 1911.

The spirit shown by the men, and at present the prospects of the team, are encouraging.
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MUSCLES AND HEALTH

Prof. Sedgwick Likens Human Body to Garden Patch.

At the first of the series of lectures on health being given to the freshmen, Prof. Sedgwick of the biological department spoke last Wednesday. Taking as a keynote the health of the garden, Prof. Sedgwick spoke of the dangers of a sedentary life such as Tech students lead.

In dealing with the history and present condition of the Springfield water supply he spoke particularly of the various attempts which were made between 1869 and 1910 to improve the water of the reservoir and evidenced the difficulties experienced in getting enough water through it to supply the city.

Prof. Story said that the Springfield water was largely self-purifying by the interaction of the chlorine and the organic matter which it contains. He commented on the use of the water in large quantities by the residential and business establishments and the fact that the water is used only during the summer, when the water of the reservoir is more oxygenated.

However, the present Junior Class has for two years been working under the old list of offices, and has not been able to develop its members to be sufficiently efficient and enthusiastic, and of the present class the first two years to come out for any office holding regulations, the seniors are making a poor showing, hardly a hundred candidates reporting are: Ben, Merrill, Jarret, Thomas, Uppham, Starr, Brown, Webber, and Merrill.

The spirit shown by the men, and at present the prospects of the team, are encouraging.
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